
Directions to Trident Lakes 
 

Trident is located off the D13, between Combourg and 
La Chapelle-aux-Fitzmeens 

 
 

Navigation Tips: 
 

 If you’ve mapped a route via Paris, you’ve done something wrong 

 White signs are for local areas and villages 

 Green signs are for national routes (Like UK 'A' roads) 

 Blue signs are for motorways (usually toll roads) 

 If a road sign doesn’t show your destination, follow 'Toutes Directions' or 'Autres 
Directions' 

 Some routes include toll roads (peage), so allow for this 
 
Sat-Nav tips: 

 Don’t use post-codes as destinations. A French post-code can cover many villages 

 In some systems, W (West) is expressed as a minus, e.g. -0.464258 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

Trident Lakes GPS co-ordinates 
 
 
The following co-ordinates will take you to the entrance lane leading to Trident Lakes: 
 
Decimal Value    Degrees and Minutes 

 
N48.395400  or   N48° 23' 43" 
W1.765338    W1° 45' 55" 
 
Check the route map on your navigation system to confirm you’ve entered the 
information correctly. Your destination should be just off the D13, about half way 
between St Malo and Rennes. 
 
 
If you prefer navigating to a mapped location (within 2 miles), choose Hotel du Lac, 
Combourg as your destination and follow the local directions below: 
 
Local directions from Hotel du Lac, 2 Place Chateaubriand, Combourg 35270: 
 

 From Hotel du Lac, take the paved road opposite the restaurant, passing Hotel du 

Chateau on your right 

 After 650m, go straight across at the Stop Sign (signed La Chapelle aux Fitzmeens) 

 Take the 2
nd

 left after 450m. There is a house opposite the turning 

 The entrance lane to Trident Lakes is 650m down this lane on the right 



Calais to Trident Lakes - 315 miles  

(5 hours 30 mins) 

 

From the ferry or tunnel, follow signs towards Boulogne (and Abbeville A16) 

Exit the A16 at Junction 23, flowing signs to Rouen and Le Havre (A28) 

Continue on the A28, flowing signs for Le Havre 

Then follow signs towards Caen (A29) 

Exit the A29 at A13, taking the A13 Caen 

On approaching Caen, follow white signs for Peripherique Sud (Ring Road South) 

Exit the Peripherique at J9 (Porte de Bretagne) towards Rennes (A84) 

Exit the A84 at J34 towards St Malo (N175) 

Continue following signs for St Malo (N175, then N176) 

Exit N176 at the D137 towards Rennes 

After 8 miles exit D137 at the sign for D794 and follow signs for Combourg (D794) 

After 7 miles, follow signs for Rennes (D895) 

After 0.5 miles, turn right on the D13 towards La Chapelle – aux - Fitzmeens 

After 0.75 miles, turn left down the country road (there is a right turn just before and a house 

right opposite the turning) 

The entrance lane to Trident Lakes is 0.4 miles on your right 



Caen (Ouistreham) to Trident Lakes – 110 miles  

(1 hours 45 minutes) 

 

From the ferry follow signs towards Caen 

On approach to Caen, follow  Peripherique Ouest (Ring-Road west) towards Rennes 

Exit the Peripherique at J9a (Porte de Bretagne) towards Rennes (A84) 

Exit the A84 at J34 towards St Malo (N175) 

Continue following signs for St Malo (N175, then N176) 

Exit N176 at the D137 towards Rennes 

After 8 miles exit D137 at the sign for D794 and follow signs for Combourg (D794) 

After 7 miles, follow signs for Rennes (D895) 

After 0.5 miles, turn right on the D13 towards La Chapelle – aux - Fitzmeens 

After 0.75 miles, turn left down the country road (there is a right turn just before and a house 

right opposite the turning) 

The entrance lane to Trident Lakes is 0.4 miles on your right 

 



 

Le Havre to Trident Lakes - 160 miles  

(2 hours 45 minutes) 

 

From the ferry, follow Toutes Directions until you see signs for Caen (A29) 

Exit A29 at A13 towards Caen 

On approaching Caen, follow white signs for Peripherique Sud (Ring Road South) 

Exit the Peripherique at J9 (Porte de Bretagne) towards Rennes (A84) 

Exit the A84 at J34 towards St Malo (N175) 

Continue following signs for St Malo (N175, then N176) 

Exit N176 at the D137 towards Rennes 

After 8 miles exit D137 at the sign for D794 and follow signs for Combourg (D794) 

After 7 miles, follow signs for Rennes (D895) 

After 0.5 miles, turn right on the D13 towards La Chapelle – aux - Fitzmeens 

After 0.75 miles, turn left down the country road (there is a right turn just before and a house 

right opposite the turning) 

The entrance lane to Trident Lakes is 0.4 miles on your right 

 



Dieppe to Trident Lakes - 215 miles  

(3 hours 45 minutes) 

 

 

From the ferry port, just keep following blue signs for A29 

In 30 minutes, you will be on the A29 towards Caen 

Exit A29 at A13 towards Caen 

On approaching Caen, follow white signs for Peripherique Sud (Ring Road South) 

Exit the Peripherique at J9 (Porte de Bretagne) towards Rennes (A84) 

Exit the A84 at J34 towards St Malo (N175) 

Continue following signs for St Malo (N175, then N176) 

Exit N176 at the D137 towards Rennes 

After 8 miles exit D137 at the sign for D794 and follow signs for Combourg (D794) 

After 7 miles, follow signs for Rennes (D895) 

After 0.5 miles, turn right on the D13 towards La Chapelle – aux - Fitzmeens 

After 0.75 miles, turn left down the country road (there is a right turn just before and a house 

right opposite the turning) 

The entrance lane to Trident Lakes is 0.4 miles on your right 

 

 



 

St Malo to Trident Lakes - 25 miles  

(30 mins) 

 

 

From the ferry follow Toutes Directions (D126) until you see signs for Rennes 

Continue following signs towards Rennes on the D137 

After 15 miles exit D137 at the sign for D794 and follow signs for Combourg (D794) 

After 7 miles, follow signs for Rennes (D895) 

After 0.5 miles, turn right on the D13 towards La Chapelle – aux - Fitzmeens 

After 0.75 miles, turn left down the country road (there is a right turn just before and a house 

right opposite the turning) 

The entrance lane to Trident Lakes is 0.4 miles on your right 



Cherbourg to Trident Lakes - 130 miles  

(2 hours 20 minutes) 

 

 

From the ferry, follow green signs towards Caen (N13) 

Exit the N13 towards Rennes (N174) 

Continue on the N174, then follow Blue signs towards Rennes (A84) 

Exit the A84 at J34 towards St Malo (N175) 

Continue following signs for St Malo (N175, then N176) 

Exit N176 at the D137 towards Rennes 

After 8 miles exit D137 at the sign for D794 and follow signs for Combourg (D794) 

After 7 miles, follow signs for Rennes (D895) 

After 0.5 miles, turn right on the D13 towards La Chapelle – aux - Fitzmeens 

After 0.75 miles, turn left down the country road (there is a right turn just before and a house 

right opposite the turning) 

The entrance lane to Trident Lakes is 0.4 miles on your right 

 



Roscoff to Trident Lakes - 130 miles  
(2 hours 20 minutes) 

 
 
From the ferry port, follow white signs towards Morlaix (D58) 

Approach to Morlaix, follow green towards Rennes (N12) 

Exit N12 at N176 towards St Malo 

Exit N176 at the D137 towards Rennes 

After 8 miles exit D137 at the sign for D794 and follow signs for Combourg (D794) 

After 7 miles, follow signs for Rennes (D895) 

After 0.5 miles, turn right on the D13 towards La Chapelle – aux - Fitzmeens 

After 0.75 miles, turn left down the country road (there is a right turn just before and a 

house right opposite the turning) 

The entrance lane to Trident Lakes is 0.4 miles on your right 


